Reflection of the Type of Medical Curriculum on Its Anatomy Content: Trial to Improve the Anatomy Learning Outcomes
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Abstract: Doctors without anatomy are like a blind that deceives the road in the desert. Traditionalists perceive a decline in Anatomy knowledge and attribute it to the modern methods of teaching and learning. Reformers point to evidence that modern approaches offer equivalent results in assessment when compared to traditional courses. It seems that there are three aspects that need to be resolved: when, how much, and how to teach anatomy. In this study we reviewed more than 80 articles to conclude some guidelines which can help in improving anatomy learning outcomes in different medical curricula. Conclusions: We concluded that the challenge should not be to determine supremacy of one methodology over another but to maximize the learning benefit available from the different methods. In any model of medical curricula, a professional team of medical anatomists have to share in all the steps of curriculum building, the assessment tools and the final evaluation till the approval of the curriculum to: 1- Ensure that all the basic anatomical objectives are chronologically arranged and sufficiently covered in a suitable time and methodology without inflation of the curriculum by more sophisticated details which taught only for the postgraduate students and medical anatomists. 2- Prevent any restriction of important basic knowledge which will not be covered later on and will affect the physician medical practice. 3- Ensure that all the basic anatomical objectives are demonstrated with their clinical application without the sophisticated details of the clinical points which will be taught in details in the clinical years.
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1. Introduction

The term curriculum has been defined by many authors as: A plan for action or a written document that includes strategies for achieving desired goals or ends [1].

A document which usually contains a statement of aims and specific objectives. It indicates some selection and organization of content; it either implies or manifests certain patterns of learning and teaching, finally it includes a program of evaluation of the outcomes [2].

Course of learning activities set out for the learner to perform to make him achieve certain goals prescribed by the educational system. The curriculum generally includes all subjects and activities over which the school has responsibility. It also defines the limits within which certain types of learning are to take place. It denotes those experiences and activities which are devised by the school or other institutions of learning for the purpose of changing a learner’s behavior, acquiring or reinforcing certain skills and preparing him to fit properly into his society [3].

Anything and everything that teaches a lesson, planned or otherwise. Humans are born learning, thus the learned curriculum actually encompasses a combination of all of the following, the hidden, null, written, political and societal etc. Since students learn all the time through exposure and modeled behaviors, this means that they learn important social and emotional lessons from everyone who inhabits a school, from the janitorial staff, the secretary, the cafeteria workers, their peers, as well as from the deportment, conduct and attitudes expressed and modeled by their teachers. Many educators are unaware of the strong lessons imparted to youth by these everyday contacts [4].
In contrast to the growth of curricular structure, the passage of the idea—the concept of what the realm of the curriculum might be—became highly diffused, and two consequences persist. First, the curriculum as a concept, as a discrete idea, is almost without boundaries. It can mean anything from the “bundle” of programs an institution offers to the individual experience of a particular student. Second, systematic description, that is, an orderly, technical terminology that enhances insights on practice and links ideas to application, has not developed. “What we appear to lack, is a general vocabulary or framework for understanding the nature of knowledge and skills across university disciplines [5]. Often faculty at work on the curriculum must invent their own labels to describe what they do.

The idea of a curriculum has been differentiated across a wide range of meanings. One basic view is that curriculum is “what is taught” [6]. A narrow view holds that curriculum is “the bodies of courses that present knowledge, principles, values, and skills that are the intended consequences of formal education” [7]. The broad view holds that “the curriculum . . . will have to be conceived as the name for the total active life of each person in college” [8]. Even the set of choices from which the curriculum can be defined is broad.

Some see a split in the definition:

It is important at the outset to distinguish clearly between two meanings of the term “curriculum.” The word [can] connote either formal structural arrangements or the substance of what is being taught. (To be sure, the relations between form and substance, here as always, are complex.) [9].

Others find evidence of six uses:

1. A college's—or program's—mission, purpose, or collective expression of what is important for students to learn
2. A set of experiences that some authorities believe all students should have
3. The set of courses offered to students
4. The set of courses students actually elect from those available
5. The content of a specific discipline
6. The time and credit frame in which the college provides education [10].

The history of the curriculum is one in which theories are never realized in the manner they are intended. There are always unintended, unanticipated, and unwilled consequences as theories are put into social action [11].

If “design” holds advantages over “theory” as the way to invest the curriculum with practical effectiveness, how can it be applied? Any elaboration of the idea should provide boundaries and reasonable specificity; but, most important, the refinement of definitions should not be so detailed that it hampers the judgment of those who have to work with it [12].

The implications of the preceding subsection can be woven into a comprehensive definition: The curriculum is an intentional design for learning negotiated by faculty in light of their specialized knowledge and in the context of social expectations and students' needs. That definition might be a bit stodgy, but it does sharpen the point that a curriculum is an artifact produced by a particular faculty for students at a particular institution. The essential qualities are all there: faculty responsibility, specialized knowledge, intended outcomes, negotiated relationships, and a learning plan for students [12].

The term curriculum is reserved for an institution's entire educational program. It is the locus of corporate responsibility for learning that engages faculty, trustees, administration, and students. The curriculum encompasses all the sectors of the institution involved with the process of teaching and learning [12].

2. Practice of Medicine

Practice of medicine becomes increasingly complex with each passing year. Technological advances and research findings leading to improved methods of disease prevention, diagnosis and treatment produce a constantly changing definition of the competence, a medical students must acquire. Various models of medical curriculum described by McGaghie et al. (1978) [13] are:

I. Subject - centered curriculum
II. Integrated curriculum
III. Competency - based curriculum

These models emphasize the process of curriculum construction rather than its content.

3. Medical Curriculum

Medical curriculum of any country is designed in accordance with their national health need. It highlights the kind of physician expected to graduate from its medical colleges and universities, outcomes and competencies, and is based on best evidence in medical education. An undergraduate medical curriculum usually has about twenty disciplines. Anatomy is one of the most important components of the curriculum which is usually taught in first years.

In recent decades wide-ranging changes have occurred in medical school curricula. Time spent studying gross anatomy has declined amidst controversy as to how, what, and when teaching is best delivered. This reduced emphasis has led to concerns amongst clinicians that a new generation of doctors are leaving medical school with insufficient anatomical knowledge. Previous studies have established that medical students value their anatomy teaching during medical school. None have sought to establish views on the sufficiency of this teaching [14].

3.1. The Current Anatomy Situation

Doctors without anatomy are like moles. They work in the dark and the work of their hands are mounds (Tiedemann: Heidelberg, 1781–1861) [15].

Fitzgerald et al., (2008) [14] have investigated the opinions of newly qualified doctors at a UK medical school and related these opinions to career intentions and academic
performance in the setting of a traditional dissection and prosection-based course. Overall nearly half of respondents believe they received insufficient anatomy teaching. A substantial proportion called for the integration of anatomy teaching throughout the medical school course. Trainees intent on pursuing a surgical career were more likely to believe anatomy teaching was insufficient than those pursuing a nonsurgical career; however, overall there was no statistical difference in relation to the mean for any individual career group. The study adds to the current debates in anatomical sciences education, indicating that overall, regardless of career intentions, new doctors perceive the need for greater emphasis on anatomical teaching.

It is undisputed that anatomy still has a role in the process of training doctors and supporting modern medical practice. All medical schools, new and old, still maintain anatomy as a core subject in their curricula. Over the last 20–30 years, all anatomy curricula have been reduced to lessen the factual burden on students and make time for teaching other skills. This reduction will have an effect on the training of future surgeons (and some other specialists) but perhaps it is the specialists’, or anatomists’, responsibility to provide the necessary training at a later, more appropriate, time in training. Unfortunately, the evidence suggests that the curricula and teaching have diminished too much, to an extent where safety and clinical practice might be compromised. If this is the case, it can be attributed to reduction in resources and the resultant effects on teaching methodology in the modern medical curriculum. Anatomy has traditionally been delivered at the beginning of medical education to provide a basis for clinical training and practice. A dogmatic support amongst traditionalists for detailed anatomy courses may have been detrimental to the evolution of anatomy as a subject. Reformers regard these teaching methods to be ‘old-fashioned’ and incompatible with modern learning practices possibly without appreciating the many benefits of the traditional approaches [15].

3.2. Anatomy Crisis

Anatomical knowledge supports examination of a patient, the formation of a diagnosis and communication of these findings to the patient and other medical professionals. It provides a platform of knowledge suitable to all medical careers. Anatomy has been a cornerstone of medical education for hundreds of years. Many argue that it has survived the most demanding pedagogic test – time. However, in recent years, human anatomy has been slowly squeezed from the medical curriculum [15].

Anatomy, the unshakable foundation of medical teaching for hundreds of years, has in the past decade become a surprisingly controversial area of medical education [14]. Disagreements surround teaching styles, content, and the time dedicated to gross anatomical courses within the greater medical school curriculum [16]. Many anatomists and clinicians judge anatomy to be in a state of crisis, with traditional teaching marginalized [17,18]. Others dubbed with a more “modernist” approach are embracing new, often unproven, methods that have seen the end of dissection and even cadaveric-based teaching in some schools [19]. Criticism in recent decades regarding an overcrowded medical school curriculum delivered via didactic, passive techniques has resulted in revised medical courses throughout the world [20]. These now cover a spectrum from problem-based to systems-based, delivered via lectures, clinical skills, and small-group classes [21-23]. Within this, anatomy teaching in the UK utilizes a range of formats including dissection, prosection, information technology, living anatomy, and models [24]. Yet there is scant published evidence on outcomes underlying many of these varied teaching styles and techniques. Much simply relies on perceptions of the learning experience and course feedback from students [25]. Frequently these support the particular style of teaching employed by the author rather than attempting a critical appraisal [14].

Recently, much attention has focused on the perceived lack of anatomical knowledge of Australian medical graduates, both in the popular press [26] and academic literature [27,28]. A sustained decline in the number of hours dedicated to teaching anatomy from the mid-1990s has been attributed to the introduction of integrated, problem-based curricula [15], the redesign of medical curricula to accommodate a vast expansion in basic science knowledge [29], as well as the rise of time-poor, four-year graduate programs [30].

Anatomy is obviously essential for surgeons but also has value for anyone who performs an invasive procedure on a patient; carries out emergency procedures; examines radiological imaging; performs a physical examination of a patient; refers a patient to another doctor; or explains a procedure to a patient. These tasks are common to all branches of medicine. Arguably, all of these tasks can be done without underlying knowledge of anatomy by following protocols and guidelines and using pattern recognition. This may be a cost-effective approach, and can rapidly provide service provision to a health service, but learning without understanding cannot be regarded as a deep approach to learning [31].

In the UK, the General Medical Council (GMC) offers no guidance on what is a minimum knowledge requirement for any medical subject but instead leaves it to the medical schools to determine their own curricula and own methods of assessment [15].

3.3. Integration of Anatomy Vertically into Medical Education

Historically, anatomy has been taught predominantly in the first undergraduate year. Although anatomical knowledge is assessed again in many specialist professional examinations, there is very limited exposure to anatomy teaching in later training. This is educationally unsound, as an excessive amount of seemingly irrelevant material in a curriculum encourages superficial learning [32]. Given only one opportunity to teach anatomy, it is difficult to calculate the quantity of anatomical detail that should be included: should
a course be preparing future generalists or specialists? A solution would be to integrate anatomy vertically into medical education so that students are exposed to anatomy teaching throughout undergraduate (preclinical and clinical), postgraduate and later professional training. This would provide relevant anatomy at an appropriate level of detail to the stage in training or career development. Tailoring theoretical learning to a particular specialty would reduce the amount of unnecessary theory learnt [15].

It has been argued that in the past students were overloaded with facts, but were not adequately prepared for effective communication with patients. This has been addressed in many medical schools by the introduction of problem-based, self-directed and patient-centered learning which at the same time shifts learning away from factual recall towards a broader range of activities including clinical skills. However, common sense dictates that there must be a necessary minimum of factual Knowledge in basic medical disciplines to allow a medical practitioner to examine their patients effectively and to undertake simple procedures safely. It follows that this core knowledge should be the same, whatever teaching approaches are adopted within a curriculum [33].

The way anatomy teaching fits recent changes deserves particular attention. There are two directly competing realities concerning the pre-clinical years: fast expansion of knowledge in basic medical disciplines, requiring more teaching time, and a strong tendency to reduce teaching time, particularly in problem-based curricula [35]. Within anatomy itself, there is a “competition for space and time” between recently introduced but quickly accepted perspectives (eg, surface and imaging anatomy, applied and clinical anatomy, anatomical variations) that are becoming an integral part of the anatomy teaching.

### 3.4. Decline in Undergraduate Knowledge of Anatomy

For nearly 30 years, there has been discussion of the decline in undergraduate knowledge of anatomy amongst the surgical community [17,24,36,37,38]. These studies report reductions in allocated time, teaching staff and dissection in most anatomy courses. It is very difficult to assess objectively whether this reduction in anatomy teaching has been excessive. However, the few studies that have been conducted suggest that the knowledge of the qualifying doctor is now below an acceptable level [35,39,40].

Anatomy has an established value in medical education and is supported by students, clinicians, anatomists and the general public. Is the decline of anatomy a result of reductions in time and resources allocated to anatomy teaching or is it a result of the changes in teaching methodology?

Gross anatomy is one of the fundamental topics in medical education. By learning gross anatomy, medical students get a first impression about the structure of the normal human body, which is the basis for understanding pathologic and clinical problems. Dissection courses still play an important role in learning gross anatomy, in addition to lectures and seminars. Also, training courses for imaging (x-ray, magnetic resonance imaging, computed tomography, sonography) as well as computer-assisted learning environments are part of a student’s gross anatomy curriculum. However, the anatomical knowledge acquired during medical school is usually not sufficient for postgraduate training as a physician, in particular, as a surgeon or radiologist [41].

Experience in maintaining excellence in teaching human anatomy is important in mitigating the decline in undergraduate knowledge in the subject [42]. The decline has been attributed to reduction in teaching time allocated in teaching the subject, inadequate teaching staff and diminishing emphasis on dissection [15,17,24,35,43]. This undermines the importance of human anatomy as a pillar in medical education [38,44] making them unsafe. Consequently medical professional bodies, legal fraternity and patients themselves are reappraising the need for greater indepth knowledge of anatomy among doctors [15,45]. In response, there is resurgence in the value and emphasis of human anatomy [46]. There is however, wide diversity in modes of teaching in human anatomy departments with varying emphasis on each of the methods individually or in combination [47-51]. This has resulted in wide variation in curriculum designs, duration, staffing numbers and composition [24]. In Africa, although 90% of the medical schools have retained dissection [52,53] challenges of reduced time, staff shortages, declining financial allocations and rising student numbers are pushing for change [54].

Anatomy remains one of the core courses of medical school, but the time devoted to it is decreasing. To accommodate the explosion of medical knowledge, educators search to streamline the curriculum. Because it is time-consuming, dissection comes under increased scrutiny. Even in the face of these pressures to reduce course hours, Rizzolo, [55] proposed broadening, not reducing, the responsibilities of the anatomy instructor. Anatomy instructors can play a crucial role in helping medical schools meet the critical need to cultivate humanistic values, especially in the arena of end-of-life care. Anatomy can--and should--play an important role in a curriculum-wide effort to address this issue. Just as dissection remains an essential technique to teach three-dimensional concepts, the cadaver dissection lab is an ideal place to introduce concepts of humanistic care. The lab evokes the students’ memories, speculations, and fears about serious illness in themselves, their families, and loved ones. Some programs address these reactions with supplemental activities, such as journaling, essay writing, and small group discussion. Valuable as these activities may be, anatomy instructors can achieve more by recognizing their role as a mentor, who can integrate humanistic values into traditional course objectives in a way that adds little time to the curriculum. The attitude of the instructor in ministering to the students’ needs as they undertake the emotionally charged task of dissection can provide a model for how the students will respond, in turn, to the hopes and fears of their patients--and to their own reactions to dying. This approach will allow students to implement and practice humanistic values
immediately, laying a foundation for their clinical training
[55].

One point universally agreed is the reduction in time
allocated to anatomy teaching across North America, the UK,
Europe, Asia, and Australasia [24,25,56-59]. Time spent
studying anatomy is worthless without quality teaching
resources underpinning it, yet many have used this reduction
as an indicator of declining standards [14]. These concerns
have been voiced increasingly loudly, not just by anatomists
but also clinicians from a range of specialities. Such changes,
both in curriculum and teaching styles, are said to have led to
insufficient anatomical knowledge amongst students and
junior doctors [35,60,61]. Surveys of clinical staff have
shown that a majority perceive current anatomical education
to be inadequate in both the UK (Waterston and Stewart,
2005) [39] and North America (Cottam, 1999)[56].

Not only there is an educational and professional
standpoints but also litigious factors supporting doctors' need
for anatomical knowledge. Between 1995 and 2000, there
was a 7-fold increase in claims associated with anatomical
errors submitted to the Medical Defence Union and, recently,
32% of claims made to the Medical Defence Union in
general and vascular surgery were reported to be for ‘damage
to underlying structures’ [62].

Recent years have seen a dramatic increase in the
published medical literature addressing the educational
aspects of modern anatomy teaching. Despite the wide-
ranging changes to medical school curricula described earlier,
the importance of anatomy teaching within these courses is
not in doubt. However, considerable controversy remains as
to the shape and form this should take [14].

3.5. How to Teach Anatomy

Much debate has arisen about how to teach anatomy. This
polarises into those that favour dissection of human cadavers
and those that support newer teaching modalities (e.g. self-
directed learning, problem-based learning [PBL], and
computer-assisted learning [CAL]). These standpoints tend to
be supported by either the traditionalists (predominantly
surgeons and anatomists) or the modernists (predominantly
educationalists), respectively. This, however, does not
address the fundamental reasons why anatomy is in decline
[15].

Anatomy as a subject has suffered as a result of its failure
to evolve and adapt quickly enough. Under old-style medical
training, students were expected to learn detail with little
understanding of relevance. Learning anatomy became a rite
of passage rather than an educationally valid process and
clearly required reform. Anatomy has suffered as a subject
because it is regarded as banausic, archaic, didactic,
traditional, overly factual and unable to adapt to modern
educational methods – an obvious target for those looking to
reduce curriculum content and modernise the learning
experience [15].

Anatomy is also subject to many extrinsic pressures. Maintaining a dissecting room in accordance with national
and European laws is very costly and changes in anatomy
departments and surgical training have reduced the numbers
of medically qualified anatomy teachers [63]. This is within
the context of an increase in numbers of medical students
which puts more pressure on an overstretched system.

The combined problems of a banausic image and an
unsupportive academic infrastructure may explain the decline
of anatomy as a subject more than the teaching methodology
changes in the last 15–20 years.

In an analysis of teaching and learning, it is necessary to
examine the curriculum, the mode of teaching, the quality of
how this is delivered and the infrastructure within which it is
delivered [15].

Schmidt et.al., (1987) [64] have reviewed 15 studies that
compare various educational outcomes of problem-based,
community-oriented medical curricula with those of
conventional programs. The data suggest that problem-based
curricula provide a student-centered learning environment
and encourage an inquisitive style of learning in their
students as opposed to the rote memorization and short-term
learning strategies induced by conventional medical
education. In addition, community-oriented schools appear to
influence the career preferences of their students. The few
data available show that significantly larger proportions of
graduates from these schools seek careers in primary care.
Some of the studies reviewed suggest that students in
conventional programs perform somewhat better on
traditional measures of academic achievement than do
students in problem-based curricula. However, these
differences, if any, tend to be very small. Data with respect to
performance on instruments measuring clinical competence
are inconclusive. Finally, the authors discuss the difficulties
involved in carrying out comparative research at the
curriculum level [64].

3.6. Anatomy Which Independent Medical Practitioner
Should Know

A minimum working knowledge should be that which
allows an independent practitioner to practice safely, and to
communicate with other medical professionals and patients
effectively [15].

Recently, some of the country's leading anatomists have
put together some guidelines on an anatomy curriculum
which they feel any independent medical practitioner should
know [65]. This consensus should be welcomed, as it allows
a benchmark to be set for medical schools. It is hoped that it
will allow better comparisons of teaching methodology and
permit meaningful assessment of both medical students and
teaching establishments to take place.

The professional colleges have also produced syllabi
outlining the level of anatomical knowledge that they expect
from their members when examined. Specialist trainees will
rightly require more detailed knowledge of anatomy than the
guidelines of Dyball et.al., (2003) [65], but at a later stage in
their training. Consequently it may be that these specialist
levels of knowledge can only be met by vertically integrating
anatomy into medical training [15].

Heylings, (2002) [24] has reviewed the impact of
Tomorrow’s Doctors on anatomical teaching in the UK and Ireland. To establish in particular whether a consensus has emerged on: (a) the duration and format of teaching, and (b) the impact on staffing and on the four main anatomical disciplines of gross anatomy, histology, embryology and neuroanatomy. A postal survey of 28 anatomy departments was carried out. This yielded a response rate of 75%. Twelve departments used systems-based curricula, five used problem-based curricula, and four used a traditional regional format. There were variable levels of integration between the anatomical disciplines and subjects outside anatomy. Dissection taught over the first 2 years was retained in 76% of the courses, frequently supplemented with demonstrations, with an average of 2 hours of practical work for every hour of lecture. Staff/student ratios varied with the type of curriculum: dissection room teaching and problem-based curricula were associated with higher numbers of either full or part-time clinically qualified teachers. Teaching was supported by a high proportion of part-time clinically qualified staff, giving an overall average staff/student ratio of 19.8 in a dissection class. He concluded that there was considerable variation in duration and staffing of anatomy teaching, according to the type of curriculum. This suggests there may well be substantial variation in the level, content and depth of anatomical curricula across the country, and that this should be quantified [24].

In the UK, the General Medical Council (GMC) offers no guidance on what is a minimum knowledge requirement for any medical subject but instead leaves it to the medical schools to determine their own curricula and own methods of assessment. Traditionalists perceive a decline in knowledge and attribute it to the modern methods of teaching and learning. Reformers point to evidence that modern approaches offer equivalent results in assessment when compared to traditional courses. It seems that there are three aspects that need to be resolved: when, how much, and how to teach anatomy [15].

Teaching anatomy to both undergraduate medical students and medical graduates is in the midst of a downward spiral. The traditional anatomy education based on topographical structural anatomy taught by didactic lectures and complete dissection of the body with personal tuition, has been replaced by a multiple range of special study modules, problem-based workshops, computers, plastic models and many other teaching tools. In some centers, dissected cadaver-based anatomy is no longer taught. Changing the undergraduate medical curriculum in the UK has taken place without any research into the key aspects of knowledge necessary or comparing methods of teaching. There is no agreement on a common national core curriculum and as a result, numerous new curricula have been introduced. No external audit or validation is carried out, so medical schools have been free to teach and assess their own work themselves. There is a great divergence in medical schools across the UK and Ireland in teaching medicine in general and anatomy in particular. Published data on the impact of these changes is scant. The reduction in undergraduate teaching and knowledge of anatomy has caused great concern, not only for undergraduates but also to postgraduate students, especially in surgery. This, together with a change in basic surgical training, a marked reduction in demonstrator posts and a change in examination standards, has set up a system that is allowing young men and women with a poor knowledge of anatomy to become surgeons. There should be a full public debate at every level; the Royal Colleges, specialist associations, the Universities, Government, both health and education. This debate should highlight areas of concern, explore in depth and define a minimal core curriculum for anatomy. Teaching must be enhanced with a critical look at both teachers and methods. The dominance of research must be reassessed to establish an equitable cohabitation with teaching. The place of basic science, especially anatomy in basic surgical teaching, must be examined. A thorough knowledge of anatomy should be required in the new MRCS-UK. This should be mandatory as a preliminary to higher surgical training. The teaching of anatomy in surgical specialties must be improved. Does the dissecting room still have a place in educating our under- and postgraduate students? Yes--a sound knowledge of anatomy is essential if the medical practitioner is going to accurately define and successfully treat the problem presented by the patient. The dissected cadaver remains the most powerful means of presenting and learning anatomy as a dynamic basis for solving problems. The cadaver must not be dismissed as obsolete. Dissection has survived the most rigorous test of pedagogical fitness--the test of time. The student--cadaver--patient encounter is paramount in medical education [17].

3.7. What is the Best Way to Teach Gross Anatomy

Traditionally, learning anatomy has been dissection-based. Dissection has become synonymous with traditional courses and has come to be regarded as the antithesis of problem-based learning (PBL). However, dissection would appear to be ideally suited to self-directed learning: students exploring a subject for themselves at their own pace, in a practical way and according to their own personal interests. Surgeons advocate experience with dissection not only to help to learn anatomical detail but to familiarise students with the variation in anatomy and to obtain an appreciation of fully exposed structures that cannot be seen through the window of an operation but that might be damaged inadvertently. Perhaps most significantly, students have a high regard for dissection as a learning resource in the anatomy course [66] and many other learning outcomes have been identified by students [67]. Dissection allows haptic (based on a sense of touch) appreciation of 3-D anatomy unlike any other teaching facility. However, dissection as a learning modality has been marginalised from medical curricula to the despair of some academics [68-70].

In the last 15–20 years, some universities have embraced other learning modalities. One of the most popular alternatives is problem-based learning (PBL) developed at McMaster University in the late 1970s by Barrows and Tamblyn [71]. They developed a medical school curriculum based solely on small group, student-centred learning. The
rationale behind this was first that problem-based rather than memory-based learning created a more usable body of knowledge and second that the medical skills that were most important for treating patients were problem-solving skills rather than memorisation. Key to its success was that, by working in small groups, students identified deficiencies in their knowledge and skills and resolved these themselves.

The original advantages identified in PBL methodology were in accordance with many of the suggestions of the reforming policies of the GMC. This concordance with educational theory may explain why PBL has been adopted so readily in many medical schools rather than for any evidence-based pedagogical advantages.

It is recognised that the purpose of medicine is to train competent doctors with both good clinical skills and other key skills. However, reduced public funding in higher education may mean that PBL is seen as a means of teaching a larger group of students, using less face-to-face contact. The modern and different approach of PBL may be attractive to institutions trying to seek favour with the GMC. Finally, PBL passes the responsibility of learning to the student.

Much has been written on PBL in the particular context of learning medicine and anatomy. Overall, in the context of basic science teaching, non-PBL courses seem to be slightly favoured although PBL courses seem to produce more confident, practically-minded doctors [72-75]. The PBL enthusiasts claim that if there is little difference in scientific knowledge and improvements in other areas, then it justifies the methodology. However, many of these studies are conducted in centers where PBL has been introduced with enthusiastic proponents with now well-established, PBL-based courses. It is equally difficult to establish a justification for including dissection in an anatomy course and conclusive evidence is unlikely to be found.

It is unlikely that any future study will prove conclusively the supremacy of one teaching method over another. PBL can be delivered in a useful and constructive way or can be an excuse for low teaching levels and disorganised education. Similarly, dissection can provide an opportunity for self-directed learning and 3-D awareness of anatomy or can be an expensive, undirected practical class.

In response to a government report, which recommended a substantial increase in the number of medical students in the United Kingdom by 2005, several new medical schools have been set up throughout the country. One such school, the Brighton and Sussex Medical School (BSMS), recently opened its doors to new students. BSMS offers a 5-year medical curriculum that uses an integrated systems-based approach to cultivate academic knowledge and clinical experience. Anatomy is one of the core elements of the program and, as such, features strongly within the modular curriculum. The challenge for the anatomy faculty has been to decide how best to integrate anatomy into the new curriculum and what teaching modalities should be used. A multidisciplinary approach has been taken using both traditional and contemporary teaching methods. Unlike most of the other new medical schools, BSMS uses cadaveric dissection as the cornerstone of its teaching, as the faculty believes that dissection still provides the most powerful technique for demonstrating anatomy as well as enhancing communication and teamwork skills. The dissection experience is handled using an understanding and professional way. However, to ensure that our students do not become detached from the process of patient-focused care, emphasis in the dissecting room environment is also placed on respect and compassion. To enhance conceptual understanding of structure and function and provide further clinical relevance, we are using imaging technology to demonstrate living anatomy. Unique to the BSMS curriculum is the teaching of the anatomy in the later years of the program. During specialist rotations, students will return to the dissecting room to study the anatomy relevant to that area. Such vertical integration ensures that core anatomical knowledge is gained at the most appropriate level relative to a student's clinical experience [23].

The practice of dissection, as part of undergraduate medical education, has recently resurfaced in the public eye. Lempp, (2005) [67] has focused on a number of important learning outcomes that were reported by Year 1-5 medical students in a British medical school, during the dissection sessions in the first 2 years of their training, as part of a wider qualitative research project into undergraduate medical education. A group of 29 students was selected by quota sampling, using the whole student population of the medical school as the sampling frame. Qualitative data were collected by 1:1 interviews with students and from formal non-participatory observations of dissection sessions. Apart from learning to cope with the overt 'emotional confrontation' with the cadavers which assists anatomical learning, 7 additional covert learning outcomes were identified by the students: teamwork, respect for the body, familiarisation of the body, application of practical skills, integration of theory and practice, preparation for clinical work, and appreciation of the status of dissection within the history of medicine. A number of medical schools have either removed the practical, hands-on aspect of dissection in the medical undergraduate curriculum or are seriously considering such a measure, on financial and/or human resource grounds. This study highlights the fact that dissection can impart anatomical knowledge as well as offer other relevant, positive learning opportunities to enhance the skills and attitudes of future doctors [67].

Discussions about dissection as a teaching method in gross anatomy are characterized by a lack of objective evidence. A search for such evidence in the literature produced 14 relevant papers. These were reviewed for objective data on the effect of cadaver dissection on cognitive learning outcomes by Winkelmann, (2007) [76]. All reviewed studies compared groups of students exposed to different teaching approaches, including active dissection, learning on prospected material, or a combination with computerized teaching aids. Study and course designs varied substantially and student groups compared were not always homogeneous. In all studies, compared learning experiences differed in
more than 1 variable, and assessment of anatomical knowledge was not standardized. It is difficult to interpret and generalize from the results of the reviewed studies. Considering the bias that must be assumed for teachers who develop new course designs and compare these with traditional ones, the review shows a slight advantage for traditional dissection over prosection. He concluded that more sophisticated research designs may be necessary to solve the general problem of the small measurable impact of educational interventions and to come to scientifically sound conclusions about the best way to teach gross anatomy. Such research will have to include sufficient sample sizes, the use of validated assessment instruments, and a discussion of the educational significance of measured differences. More educational research in anatomy is necessary to counterbalance emotional arguments about dissection with scientific evidence. Anatomical knowledge is too important to future doctors to leave its teaching to the educational fashion of the day [76].

3.8. Trials to Improve the Anatomy Situation in the Medical Curriculum

Before reorganizing or modernizing an anatomy curriculum or shape a new one within time limits set by the modern curriculum, perhaps the most important question should be that of the most optimal distribution of the “anatomical body of knowledge.” An important step in answering this question is to work out how the shape and size of the human body correlates with the shape and size of the modern anatomy curriculum. Most publications concerning gross anatomy deal with issues of teaching methodology – from the instructional design principles in “anatomy of learning” [77] to relationships between learning outcomes and methods of anatomy teaching [78] or the assessment of different educational tools in learning anatomy in a problem-based learning curriculum [59]. Particularly interesting are publications concerning the value of anatomical dissection as a teaching method in medical education, reviewed in a recent article by Winkelman, (2007) [76]. Models for innovative, integrated, and clinically oriented approaches to anatomy education have been proposed [79,80] attitudes of anatomy teachers toward changes of curriculum have been assessed [16,78], and quantity/structure of contact hours (lectures, tutorials, dissections) were compared between medical schools in the United States and Europe [81]. Despite obvious ongoing interest in anatomy education in medical courses, to our knowledge, there is no practical guide about the content of anatomy curriculum and relative sizes of its parts in the literature. Recognizing this problem, Latman and Lanier, (2001) [82] published recommendations (based on opinions of practicing clinicians) for gross anatomy course content for 3 allied health courses (occupational health, physician assistant, and physical therapy) They summarized their results for both regional- and system-based gross anatomy curricula by proposing different percentages of content for each of the three courses. To the best of our knowledge, there is no similar reference for medical or dental courses.

If old-style anatomy teaching is dead, anatomy needs to reinvent itself as a subject. It should evolve to address the requirements of any subject in a medical curriculum in the 21st century. Some progress has been made. There has been a move from passive, didactic, highly detailed courses towards functionally and clinically relevant courses irrespective of the method of teaching.

For further progress to be made, the traditionalists have to concede that learning large quantities of detailed anatomy is unnecessary for the majority of medical careers, whilst a core of knowledge must be covered and assimilated by all students. Some progress has been made in defining core knowledge [66]. If a core of knowledge is agreed, then its assimilation must be assessed rigorously not only in the first year of medical school but with on-going assessments throughout clinical school and beyond. Acceptance of the concept of core knowledge also requires recognition that this will be inadequate for specialist training. Students entering medical careers which require a more detailed knowledge of anatomy will need access to specialised anatomy training at later stages in their careers. A sustainable solution is for anatomy departments to forge educational and financial links with hospital departments and some medical schools are exploring this option [37]. This would allow vertical integration of anatomy into the medical school curriculum from the first year of medical school, through clinical school and into specialist training, reinforcing the core anatomy by appreciation of its clinical relevance. Involvement of clinical specialists would give them the opportunity to shape the anatomy syllabus according to good clinical practice and advancing techniques, maintain their own knowledge (making them safer practitioners), and help to address the staff shortages in anatomy teaching. The criticisms of specialists about their juniors’ lack of anatomical knowledge would be addressed directly and it should produce safer, more competent practitioners, less likely to make mistakes and incur litigation in the future.

How then should students and trainees learn anatomy? First, modernisation should draw on the fact that human anatomy has an innate fascination, not only with medical students and doctors, but with most other healthcare workers and a significant proportion of the general public. Anatomy must shake off the image of being old-fashioned and welcome clinical relevance, the IT revolution, models, body painting, and radiographic images. Anything that stimulates interest in anatomy should be promoted. This, however, does not exclude prossection and dissection as a learning resource and nor does it mean anatomy teaching without appropriate staffing and other resources. The value of new resources such as computer-assisted learning have to be assessed in terms of how much they contribute to the assimilation of core knowledge and student understanding and not in terms of how cost effective or politically appropriate they are [15].

The challenge should not be to determine supremacy of one methodology over another but to maximise the learning benefit available from the different methods. The purpose of
PBL is to develop reasoning skills, enable learning within a relevant context, encourage work-related skills, and promote self-directed learning. Appropriate use of dissection and prosections can meet many of these aims and have additional benefits. The dissection room should not be abandoned when the evidence is that students and trainees who have minimal exposure to dissections often demand dissection/prosection based teaching at a later date. It must be established what is core knowledge (at the various stages of medical education) so that standards are not allowed to inexorably decline as more cost-effective solutions are explored [15].

Some illustrations showing that the curriculum is a dynamic process with the ways to improve (Figures 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5).
4. Conclusions

Some of the medical schools teach anatomy as part of the modules in the first two years, whereas in some institutions, core courses of anatomy are offered in the first year and system-based anatomy is covered in the second year. In some medical schools with traditional curriculum the anatomy is taught as core courses in the first two years, whereas in some other institutions with a Problem Based Learning (PBL) curriculum the anatomy is taught as a part of the PBL system. The core knowledge and the Anatomy learning objectives should be the same, whatever teaching approaches are adopted within a curriculum.

The challenge should not be to determine supremacy of one methodology over another but to maximize the learning benefit available from the different methods.

For further progress in teaching anatomy to be made, the traditional anatomists have to concede that learning large quantities of detailed anatomy is unnecessary for the majority of medical careers, whilst a core of knowledge must be covered and assimilated by all students.

It must be established what is core knowledge (at the various stages of medical education) so that standards are not allowed to inexorably decline as more cost-effective solutions are explored.

Leading anatomists have to put together some guidelines on an anatomy curriculum which they feel any medical practitioner should know.

There is a need to move from passive, didactic, highly detailed courses towards functionally and clinically relevant courses irrespective of the method of teaching.

A sustainable solution is for anatomy departments to forge educational and financial links with the hospital departments. This would allow vertical integration of anatomy into the medical school curriculum from the first year of medical school, through clinical school and into specialist training, reinforcing the core anatomy by appreciation of its clinical relevance.

In any model of medical curricula, a professional team of medical anatomists have to share in all the steps of curriculum building, the assessment tools and the final evaluation till the approval of the curriculum to:

1. Ensure that all the basic anatomical objectives are chronologically arranged and sufficiently covered in a suitable time and methodology without inflation of the curriculum by more sophisticated details which taught only for the postgraduate students and medical anatomists.
2. Prevent any restriction of important basic knowledge which will not be covered later on and will affect the physician medical practice.
3. Ensure that all the basic anatomical objectives are demonstrated with their clinical application without the sophisticated details of the clinical points which will be taught in details in the clinical years.
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